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Introduction
This is our second online exhibition, following on from ABC (Art, Book, Craft), in 2020. Clearly we would all
like to be displaying this work in a live environment but for the moment we are working within the
prevailing constrictions. Last time it worked well and attracted a wide amount of interest.
I am sure this will be the same.
Mass-produced and handmade books are flourishing. The book form, invented so many centuries ago is
a triumph of civilisation. Bookbinders may play with its shape, give it new contexts to exist in, adapt its
function and experiment with its structure. They may call it book art, a book object, a book structure – or a
bookbinding even. But it is still a book. There will always be an interest in and a love of hand-made books,
whether elaborate or simple. Examples of all of these are contained in this exhibition including a variety of
techniques and materials.
Lester Capon
President and Fellow Designer Bookbinders, Brother of The Art Workers’ Guild

Design equals function
Designing a book is one thing, ensuring it works as a book is another. Hidden under the outer skin of any
book is a complex array of materials allied with technical engineering that ensures function. Each element is
designed to synergise, the text block, the binding and the form of the book without compromising either.
In short the book has to work as a book.
Mark Cockram
Fellow Designer Bookbinders, Brother of The Art Workers’ Guild, Fellow Bookbinder & Special
Researcher, Shanghai

James Brockman

High Ridge, Ladder Hill, Wheatley, Oxford OX33 1HY
01865 875 279
jamesrbrockman@aol.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Venice
John Craig
John Craig
The Whittington Press, Whittington 2015
102/285 signed by author
327 x 246 x 18 mm
2021
sold

Price:
Sewn on five linen tapes with yellow Japanese paper endpapers; edges gilt on deckle; double,
multi-coloured end-bands; bound full-figured vellum with design tooled in gold leaf with coloured leather
onlays.

Lester Capon

39 Barton Street, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, GL20 5PR
01684 297 728
lestercapon@btinternet.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

The Phoenix
Lactantius (translated by Eddie Flintoff)
Peter Allen
The Old School Press, Seaton 1995
141/150
210 x 245 x 120 mm
2021
sold

Price:
A pierced vellum binding with toned vellum from North Africa. Underlays of painted textured mould-made
paper. Gold tooling to front and rear boards. Lettered in gold on onlays down the spine. Blue suede
doublures.
The design indicates flames along the base with many phoenixes fluttering above.

Mark Cockram

Studio 5, First Floor the Mews, 46-52 Church Rd, Barnes, London SW13 0DQ
07811 615 010
studio5bookarts@aol.co.uk

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Floating Diptych II
Mark Cockram
Mark Cockram
Studio 5 Book Arts, London 2015
1/1
240 x 153 x 10 mm
2015
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

A Diptych is any object with two flat plates which form a pair, often hinged together. In the ancient world, a
form of notebook was a diptych. Usually made from two wooden recessed panels, hinged or tied together
with the recess filled with bee’s wax. Using a stylus to write/score into the wax surface. The wax is refreshed
by soothing the surface with a warm blade and made ready for further note-taking. There are many
examples of ancient diptychs made from luxurious materials.
Floating Diptych II is a contemporary twist on the ancient, made from repurposed leather-covered boards
and piano pieces. The hinging also allows the opened diptych to ‘float’ when placed on a
surface. Materials include leather, piano pieces, bee’s wax and 23½ gold leaf.

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Joseph Cornell, Shadowplay Eterniday
Essays by Linda Roscoe Hartigan, Richard Vine and
Robert Lehrman
The work of Joseph Cornell
Thames & Hudson, Fourth Printing 2006
1/1
265 x 242 x 65 mm
2014
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

Leather binding collage with glass, sand, wood, mixed media etc.
From the outset I wanted to create a binding that evokes Cornell’s work, not to just copy. It would have
been too easy just to whack a couple of parrots on the cover in gold, perhaps turn one upside down and
so on. What I wanted to capture was more the theatre of Cornell’s work within the book. To step away from
the limitations of the cover, to expand and ignite interest. Every time I pick the book up a new binding
appears, the sound of the sand shifting, the text that is revealed at each turn of the head.
The back board invites us to play as a child would, tilting the book this way and that. Waves of sand
cascade over the ridges, yet when the book stands the sand becomes a solid mass, the ridges cast
shadows, then we begin to play with the light. The frame roughly cut, painted and sanded down many
times is soft to the touch. The unseen bumps and gentle undulations are sensitive and perhaps warm.
There are nooks and crannies, text and image is glimpsed, small sign posts. The front board, with its half
frame and map is perhaps more contemplative. The sand, with time, as it feeds from the yellow window to
the deep red window opens up to an eye. We let time slip through our minds eye. Again, there are those
little echoes and pointers. Read the book and the binding begins to give up its secrets.
Again our hands can understand what lies beneath the surface. Where the craft skills of the bookbinder
need to be employed, then I have done what I can. However I have not sanded away the tiny
imperfections, paper is layered, I have not hidden the working lines nor the intention that those layers
make. The art is in the making but the appreciation is in the interaction with this book. Taking time to
interact with this binding is what it is all about. It has a sculptural quality, yet in the hand this book comes
alive and moves towards a new and ever changing theatre.

Sue Doggett

7 Pembury Road, London SE25 4UR
07727 633 257
sue.doggett@virgin.net

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Danger and Destiny in the Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm
David Blamires
Additional artwork by the binder
Incline Press, Oldham 2012
154/300
218 x 164 x 20 mm
2021
sold

Price:
Fairy tales have meanings that go far deeper than the story, the characters within the story and the artefacts
and persons that help or heal. They explore the psyche and the subconscious, particularly within the
context of the forest, which is the primary subject of the essay and story in this book. The forest in this
binding is feminine and suggests the search for and finding of the self, especially the interior self.
The numerous pathways the stretch from without and within are fixed like tendrils, and suggest that the
paths into and out of the forest are perhaps predestined – the reason for your journey in the first place.
There is additional artwork to the pages of the book which references the trail of breadcrumbs, foliage, and
some of the protective symbols of folklore – the occult moon, Hecate’s key, a flaming heart, Diana’s
dagger, and a vervain flower relating to the land of faerie. Folk tales are mutable in meaning and I wanted
this book to become something else; the kind of object that I loved as a child - highly illustrated and
becoming talismanic through numerous readings, tellings and copyings. The methods and materials used
are linocut prints, rubber stamps, a hand-sewn Eco-print insert, leather spine and dyed linen covers with
hand and machine embroidery, acrylic paint and leather onlays.

Eri Funazaki

87 Victoria Rd, Bromley, Kent BR2 9PL
07930 601 930
erifunazaki@yahoo.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Theatre Dog
Danny Flynn
Eri Funazaki
‘ff’ (Flynn and Funazaki), London 2013
1/5
94 x 100 x 22 mm
2013
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

The binding is in full calf leather with vellum blocked in black. The case has a rounded spine made from a
dowel and the vellum extends to form the pockets, where both ends of the concertina pages are inserted
and attached to the cover. The doublures have been laser - printed from a drawing by the binder. The text
was handset and printed in letterpress onto Zerkall 145gsm pages, which have been additionally hand
tooled in gold and blind. Housed in full calf leather drop back box.
This is a joint venture combining artists’ books and bookbinding by ‘ff’ (Flynn & Funazaki).The text is an
excerpt from a play involving two dogs having a heated conversation about their daily life written by Danny.
It was an experimental project that edits and shortens the longer play to fit the nature of typesetting for an
artists’ book without losing the speed and the flow of the play.

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Finger Prints
Danny Flynn
Eri Funazaki
‘ff’ (Flynn and Funazaki), London 2011
1/5
97 x 98 x 23 mm
2011
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

The text was handset and printed in letterpress. The multi-coloured Illustrations were printed in
letterpress and additionally hand tooled in gold and blind. The pages were folded in a double
concertina style which can be pulled out in opposite directions. Bound in goat skin and letterpress
printed suede. Finished with gold and carbon tooling. Housed in a full leather box resembling a giant metal
type of a pointy finger.
This is a joint venture of artists’ books and bookbinding by ‘ff’ (Flynn & Funazaki). The book is about a
pointy finger, which you may commonly find in old posters and signposts. The whole design was
inspired by this particular character, which seems to have visual authority over common text and even
illustration. The design of the book was influenced by old wooden poster type and geometrical shape of
printing furniture and quoins. It ends with a question, ‘Can it be trusted?’ The answer is ‘Well I really don’t
know…’

Flora Ginn

25 Ferndale Road, London SW4 7RJ
020 7737 3295
flora@floraginn.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Alpha Biblio
n/a
n/a
n/a
1/1
120 x 103 x 38 mm
2021
sold

Price:
A concertina alphabet book with a fore-edge yapp. Embossed with wood and metal Bodoni type, gilded
and embellished with a partially burnished surface in 24ct gold on handmade paper. Wood type 6 & 12
line, metal type 36pt & 22pt.

Armorial, Blind, Calf, Doublure, Endpaper, Flyleaf, Guard, Hollow, Inlay, Joint, Kettle stitch, Limp,
Marbled, Niger, Onlay, Pastedown, Quire, Remboîtage, Sammelband, Tacket, Uncut, Vellum,
Waste sheet, Xylograph, Yapp, Zig zag

Jenni Grey

26 St Luke’s Road, Brigthon BN2 9ZD
01273 693 139
jennigrey@btinternet.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Sundrie Pieces
George Herbert
Sarah Van Niekerk
Gwasg Gregynog, Wales 2003
151/215
310 x 190 x 25 mm
2017
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

The book is bound in dupion silk with miyuki delica and seed beads, the beaded embellishments are
constructed with the peyote technique.
The doublures are paste-washed with silver acrylic on black arches paper, with gold tooled dots indicating
the grid points of the cover designs. The box is lemon wood with inset panels of grey ash veneer; this time
the grid points are indicated with small holes revealing the underlying wood.
The alternating directions of the gunmetal delica beads means that different areas are highlighted as the
book is moved.

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Don Juan
Lord Byron
n/a
Cornish & Co, London Late 1800’s
n/a
80 x 56 x 39 mm
2017
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

The book is bound in Italian linen with miyuki delica and seed beads, the bead design is constructed using
the peyote technique.
The doublures have gold tooling on migeir paper. The box is lacewood with clear acrylic sides and brass
fittings.
Although the pages of this little book are in good condition, part of the cover was missing when I bought
it, and the frontispiece had been damaged around the edges, so that has been trimmed and incorporated
into the endpapers.
The metallic delica beads shimmer from bright gold to a lilac hue as the book is moved around.

Kate holland

Court Farm, Corsley, Warminster BA12 7PA
07960 754 826
katehollandbookbinder@gmail.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Brighton Rock
Graham Greene
n/a
William Heinemann, Lonodn 1938
n/a
190 x 135 x 40 mm
2021
sold

Price:
Full hand dyed scarf jointed fair calf with goatskin back paired onlays and inlays, tooling. Doublures of
slashed and dyed fair calf with red goatskin back pared onlays. Endpapers reverse offset printed on black
Bible paper. Coloured edges and hand sewn silk endbands.

angela james

The Applegarth, Osmotherley, North Yorkshire DL6 3AF
01609 883 224
angelajamesbooks@aol.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

A Line
Suyeon Kim
Suyeon Kim
Incline Press, Oldham 2009
200 copies, this copy is unnumbered
240 x 190 x 25 mm
2021
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

Printed as one continuous page and concertina-folded. Back folds guarded and sewn. Resist-patterned and
airbrushed flyleaves. Leather joints.
Covered with natural calf which has been airbrushed in two shades of blue. Blocked onlays, back-pared.
Inlaid line across boards and onto the doublures which are also of airbrushed calf. Some tooling.
Drop-back box lined with suede.

peter jones

50 Farmlands Way, Polegate, East Sussex BN26 5LN
01323 304 681
peter.rjones@tiscali.co.uk

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Down the River & Through the Woods
H. E. Bates
Agnes Miller Parker
Victor Gollancz Ltd. London 1937 & 1936
n/a
269 x 205 x 29 mm & 269 x 205 x 28 mm
2020 & 2021
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

This is my second binding of Down the River, the fifth time I have bound Through the Woods, and the
second time I have designed them as a pair.
Timber strips are used in a stylised representation of trees between which, and through clear acrylic boards,
can be seen the path of a river below a horizon shown in gold lines tooled onto plain black endpapers.
On Down the River, the trees are scattered and the meanders of the river pronounced whereas the trees are
emphasised on Through the Woods, with the river continuing its passage across the foreground.
Otherwise, the structures are identical. Each spine is of vellum turned back on itself to form knuckles along
the joints through which are inserted carbon fibre hinging rods. Cutouts allow for the vellum sewing slips
and board attachments which circle the rod and are bracketed with handmade brass washers. All edges of
the book blocks are finished in solid back calligraphic ink to complete the bindings, which are housed in
individual drop-back boxes.

midori kunikata-cockram

n/a
n/a
jadebookbinding@aol.jp

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

An Alphabet
n/a
Woodcut engravings by E.N. Ellis
Libanus Press Ltd. Marlborough, 1983
5/75 signed by E.N. Ellis
138 x 111 x 25 mm
2021
sold

Price:
A full leather case binding with the text block sewn on to an accordion guard of laminated Kozo paper.
Both front and back boards have a pierced window that supports a mesh made from fishing line. The 6mm
paper circles are attached onto the fishing line where the line crosses, both front and back. Each paper
circle is hand painted with gouache. Titled on the first page of the first section with gold tooled leather
onlays.
Hand painted illustrations to the front and back of the text block (by the binder).
The design of the book coordinates with the beautiful hand engraved pages.

Kaori Maki

54 Hannay House, 23 Scott Avenue, London SW15 3PD
07913 085 043
kaorimakijpcom@gmail.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Illustrated Man
Ray Bradbury
Marc Burckhardt
The Folio Society 2017
n/a
240 x 160 x 27 mm
2018
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

The inspiration behind the design binding of The Illustrated Man came from its theme of the different
stories the protagonists tattoos represent. Some of them are about different worlds, some represent the
universe and beyond. It made me think of the Mandala paintings, which date back to the 4th Century, they
were temporary, intricate drawings which told stories of the universe.
From this idea, I progressed through narratives of body art and how it is also temporary because of human
mortality. There are a few tribes from Africa that adorn their skin by scarring their bodies in detailed
patterns to represent their personal history. They are not made using ink but by the primitive ritual of
cutting designs permanently into the skin. The technique I used to mirror this idea was by blind tooling
onto leather. I wanted to tell the story of the Illustrated Man, his tattoos and the stories they reveal.

tom Mcewan

3 Tofts, Dalry KA24 5AS
07851 416 048
tmcewan@ed-co.net

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Happy Abstract
William Blake
n/a
Russel Maret, New York 2019
n/a
226 x 163 x 16 mm
2019
sold

Price:
Covering leather and doublures are of natural goatskin which has undergone several applications of paste
resist and hand-dyeing. Further decoration was applied using gilded inlays of goatskin with additional gold,
blind and pigment foil tooling. All edges were decorated – prior to sewing – with gold leaf, acrylic inks and
gold tooling. Endbands are of gilded leather.

Rachel Ward-Sale

Unit 12 Star Brewery, Castle Ditch Lane, Lewes BN7 1YJ
01273 486 718
rachel@bookbindersoflewes.co.uk

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

The House on the Cove
Robert Bernen
Helmuth Weissenborn
Acorn Press at The Whittington Press 1987
170/200
195 x 136 x 8 mm
2019
sold

Price:
Photographs of rock formations have been used as a design for the collagraph blocks, these have been
printed directly onto the leather to create the shapes and textures of a coastline.
Bound using a long stitch case bound style. Bound in fair goat, which has been printed using collagraph
blocks before being hand dyed and sanded. Dark red leather has been applied as panels and onlays with
areas of gilded paper visible between the panels of leather. Dark red Ingres paper doublures and flyleaves,
cut and reassembled, reveal gilded paper underneath. Top edge has been coloured red.

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Wings Take Us
Phil Madden
Paul Kershaw
Grapho Editions, Ripon 2009
66/130
272 x 194 x 10 mm
2021
sold

Price:
The illustrations in this book of poems have been created using a range of techniques. Wood engraved
images of birds are combined with printed wood grain and Suminagashi designs. The incised feathers on
the boards with subtle white on black marbling beneath continue the theme of the illustrations, remaining
only partly visible when the book is open, they suggest falling feathers catching the light.
Bound using an open joint structure, the sections and endpapers have been sewn onto dyed vellum straps
attached to the boards with leather strips. The Perspex boards have been incised on both sides with an
overlapping feather design. Black endpapers with white Suminagashi marbling by Victoria Hall have been
folded and stitched around the sections.

Richard Beadsmoore
40 Lynton Avenue, West Ealing W13 0EB
07711 913 469
beady.1@virginmedia.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Of Mice and Men
John Steinbeck
James Albon
The Folio Society 2018
n/a
225 x 150 x 30 mm
2020
sold

Price:
The design is based around four original Park Drive cigarette cards depicting film stars of the 20s and 30s
(Jean Harlow, Raquel Torres, Dolores del Rio, and Greta Garbo). ‘He was gonna put me in the movies, says I
was a natural.’ The words of Curley’s wife and the subject of Lennie’s fatal attraction.
A Bradel binding with double-core black and yellow endbands. The various panels utilize specially dyed
cloth, reverse-transfer printing, gold leaf, reclaimed book cloth, and treated suede. The spine is dyed and
sanded leather.

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Psalms (23 and 150)
n/a
n/a
The Old Stile Press, Llandogo 2000
115/200
76 x 53 x 12 mm
2021
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

A lap-back miniature binding of Psalms 23 (The Lord is My Shepherd) and 150 (O Praise God).
One board is covered in blue leather with 23.5ct gold and metallic blue foil tooling, the other is red with
gold and metallic red foil. As these psalms are printed dos-a-dos the designs on the covers have to function both as front and backboard, hence the symmetrical design: the circle symbolizing eternity, perfection,
and ultimately God.
The sections are sewn on Tyvek supports and there are two yokes of laminated leather and vellum. There
are red and blue endpapers sprinkled with gold leaf (Sunago).

GlENn Malkin

Woodlands, Football Green, Hornsea, East Yorkshire HU18 1RA
07972 648 001
glenn@glennmalkin.com

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Collected Verse of Rudyard Kipling
Rudyard Kipling
n/a
Hodder & Stoughton, London 1912
94/100 signed by Rudyard Kipling
260 x 210 x 55 mm
2016
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

Sewn onto five linen tapes incorporating leather hinges. Bound in natural goat decorated with a craquelé
background and airbrushed with acrylic ink. Back-pared onlay in brown goat and titled in gold. The book
edges are decorated with acrylic ink and sprinkled gold leaf. The endbands are hand sewn with silk thread.
Inside the boards are edge-to-edge leather doublures. Presented in a bespoke suede-lined wooden box
with leather panel to the lid mirroring the binding design.

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

The Pyed Pyper
Richard Verstegan (1634)
Angela Lemaire
Old Stile Press Ltd, Llandogo 2002
131/175
333 x 355 x 13 mm
2019
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

The design is a representation of the village of Hamelin in this well-known story, with black tooling leading
from the bleak houses suggesting the leading away of the rats and/or the children. This core theme is also
suggested on the endpapers and doublures with the dark lines leading into the hilly wilderness just to
mysteriously disappear.
This is a three part binding in fair goat. The spine is craquelé and the boards are hand dyed and decorated
using aniline dye and acrylic inks. Multiple blind and carbon tooled elements are incorporated into the
design. Airbrushed background features and block printed details with a yellow leather onlay highlight.
There are full leather hand dyed fair goat doublures, joints and endbands. The endpapers are paste papers
by the binder with back-pared onlaid leather lines. Presented in a bespoke wooden box, lined with suede
with a lifting ribbon and with decorative panel to the lid.

Gillian Stewart

Juju Books, Rogart St Campus, Glasgow, G40 2AA
07704 964 143
hi@jujubooks.co.uk

Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Publisher, place and year of publication:
Edition:
Size (height x width x depth in mm):
Year of binding:
Current Provenance:

Of Mice and Men
John Steinbeck
James Albon
The Folio Society, London 2018
n/a
220 x 150 x 27 mm
2020
With binder

Price:

Contact binder for details

Full leather flush joint structure. Hand-dyed fair goat, with hand-dyed inlays, linocut and variegated gold
leaf tooling. Acrylic ink and sunago decoration on all edges. Variegated leaf leather endbands. Hand-dyed,
leather-jointed endpaper, with sunago leather doublure and hand-painted flyleaf. Companionship and
isolation are explored in the design. The idea of something good being tarnished, but still shining despite
difficulties, is conveyed through the tooling and sunago in variegated leaf. Hand-cut leather marks add
tactility and roughness to the design which echo the illustrations inside the book.

Designer Bookbinders gratefully acknowledge the contribution in the compilation of this directory of work
from those exhibiting members included.
Thank you to the Exhibition Committee:
Lester Capon
Mark Cockram
Jenni Grey
With thanks also to the Executive Committee:
Lester Capon
Richard Beadsmoore
Sarah Burnett-Moore
Stephen Conway
Nesta Davies
Angela James
Peter Jones
Troy Moore
Rachel Ward-Sale
and previous member Lori Sauer as well as the kind help of Pippa Smith, The Secretary, Designer
Bookbinders and Hannah Brown, Publicity and Events Manager, Designer Bookbinders.
We would also like to thank Mel Jefferson.

Design, Editorial & Format: Mark Cockram and Troy Moore
Set in Avenir, Book 11 & 9 pt, Rebelton, Extended various point size and Bodoni 72 Smallcaps, Book 13pt
Image credit, Nikki Eaton, page 27 image 1 main image, image 2 detail and page 31 image 1 main image.
www.eatonandwoods.com

Terms & Conditions
A mandatory agreement between Exhibitor and Purchaser requires payment to be made immediately upon
the conclusion of any sale, via bank transfer or a Sterling cheque. It is the sole responsibility of the Exhibitor
to provide any invoices required.
All prices displayed include commission payable to the Exhibitor. All Exhibitors are asked for their binders
fee before commission is added. The cost of shipping within the UK is included in the given price. Overseas
sales and shipping is the sole responsibility of the Purchaser, including any local customs and tax payable.
Overseas shipping methods must be considered and clearly agreed with the Purchaser in advance.
The Exhibitor and Purchaser must agree all shipping costs prior to the transfer of any funds.
It is strongly recommended all items are insured. Exhibitors are fully responsible for the normal practice of
safe delivery, costs and insurance, all to be outlined and agreed with the Purchaser. Designer Bookbinders
are not responsible for any disputes between Exhibitor and Purchaser.
In the event of any issue emerging from sales, financial or insurance matters, misrepresentation or the
condition on receipt of any item exhibited or any other materials supplied, which causes conflict and
remains unresolved between Exhibitor and Purchaser, the nominated Designer Bookbinders appointed
contact will liaise alongside an independent mediator in order to resolve any such issue.
Commission paid to Designer Bookbinders by the Exhibitor is predicated upon trust. The direct contact
between Purchaser and Exhibitor in an attempt to circumvent this process is frowned upon and considered
not to be in the general spirit of our craft and may jeopardise any potential future projects.
The Purchaser may contact the Exhibitor directly with any further questions for more information/images.
The Exhibitor(s) agree and accept the details laid out in the Terms & Conditions set out above and are
considered a binding agreement to Exhibit.
n.b. Terms & Conditions updated 09/06/21

